Analysers
for Metals

Elementrac ONH-p
Oxygen, Nitrogen & Hydrogen Analyser

Using an Inert Gas Fusion technique, the ELTRA ONH-p Oxygen,
Nitrogen & Hydrogen analyser is equipped with a powerful
impulse furnace which easily produces temperatures of more
than 3,000°C to fully combust your sample. The ONH-p reliably &
accurately measures the composition of both ferrous and nonferrous samples. The ONH-p can be created with infrared cells of
differing path lengths to accommodate your particular sample
requirements. This means that you do not have to pay for
capability that you will never need, and the instrument remains
both robust and analytically sensitive.

CHS-580 & CHS-580A
Carbon, Hydrogen & Sulfur Analyser

The determination of Carbon, Hydrogen and Sulfur in organic
solids and liquids is a routine test in many laboratories and
production facilities. During the analysis of the sample, the
combustion gasses are detected in element-specific infrared cells, allowing the effective calorific value of the fuels to
be determined by their carbon and hydrogen content. The
instrument can be specified with up to four independent cells
according to the laboratory samples & demands, allowing for a
great variety of applications.

AUTOLOADER

Both instruments allow the simultaneous determination of
carbon, hydrogen and sulfur in samples such as coal, coke, ores,
minerals, slag, and many more. The CHS-580A is available with an
autoloader which accommodates either 36 or 130 samples.

Elementrac CS-i Carbon & Sulfur Analyser
The ELEMENTRAC CS-i series is suitable for measuring the
carbon and sulfur content in virtually any type
of metal.
The CS-i analyser is equipped with a powerful induction
furnace which quickly induces temperatures of over 2000°C in
samples for the repeatable and accurate analysis of a variety
of solid materials. The instrument can be configured with 1 to 4
simultaneous, independent, infrared detector cells to allow quick,
easy, accurate and reliable carbon and sulfur measurements.
A heated dust trap allows for improved accuracy especially
when analysing samples with differing levels of sulfur, while an
optimized catalyst permits more accurate carbon detection. The
new Elementrac software allows excellent control of the furnace
power for excellent precision when analysing samples with low
melting point, such as copper.
Available with 36 or 130 position autoloader, the ELTRA CS-i
analyser meets and exceeds the requirements of all common
standards for carbon and sulfur measurement, such as ASTM
E1019, DIN EN ISO 15350.

Surface Carbon Analyser C-800
Carbon occurs as bound in a material (total carbon)
but is also found on the surface of materials (surface
carbon). Process water or oil can contaminate the
surface of a product thus preventing or impeding
further processing such as painting/varnishing.
The accurate measurement of surface carbon
is part of a critical quality control process in the
metal producing and working industry. The Surface
C-800 is designed for the precise determination of
surface carbon in numerous kinds of solid samples
from trace level up to 1000 µg/cm2. The detection
system can be customized according to the user’s
requirements and it is possible to combine two
infrared cells independently to allow for highly
precise measurement of surface carbon across a
wide analytical range.
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Solutions from a Trusted Partner
Since 1993, Sci-Lab Analytical has been a trusted name for laboratories across the UK. In
addition to supplying aftermarket consumables, since 1992 Sci-Lab has been the exclusive
ELTRA dealer in the UK. Our team can both supply and support all ELTRA combustion instruments.
ELTRA instruments have more configuration options–often available at a lower cost than other
combustion instruments–for the analysis of carbon, sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen.

ELTRA GmbH is an industry leader in the construction of
elemental analysers for the determination of the carbon, sulfur,
nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen content in ferrous materials
such as steel or cast iron. Several ELTRA analysers have been
specially optimized for in-process analyses and final quality
control of metal.

Maintaining quality

Contact

During each phase of steel production, the precise determination
of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur is essential for
quality and process control. From the blast furnace, producing
pig iron from iron ore, coke, and lime, to the converter where
scrap metal and, if required, more lime is added, accurate
elemental control is of the utmost importance. With an ELTRA
analyser, quality process can be configured to your needs.

Interested in learning more about how an ELTRA
analyser can support your needs? Our staff has
decades of experience.
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